**Hawa Mahal Palace / Hawa Mahal**
Probably the top sight of Jaipur. A fabulous palace that will definitely impress you. It looks very unusual, must-see place in Jaipur.
GPS: N26.92373, E75.82639

**Chokhi Dhani**
A village themed resort that is showing culture and tradition of village life in Rajasthan. Visiting of this resort is very interesting experience.
GPS: N26.76732, E75.83668

**SRC Museum of Indology**
An intriguing museum, that is dedicated to the history of India, it has remarkable collections of folk artifacts.
GPS: N26.90218, E75.81942

**Handi Restaurant**
For those, who want to try typical Indian cuisine is this restaurant very suitable. They have both vegetarian and non-vegetarian delicious dishes.
GPS: N26.91740, E75.80294

**Kripal Kumbh Store / Kripal Kumbh**
For those who want to buy some souvenir for themselves or for their family and friends is this store perfect. They offer beautiful Jaipur blue pottery.
GPS: N26.92930, E75.79936

**Juneja Art Gallery**
This gallery has an interesting exposition of works by Rajasthani artists. If you want, you can buy some of them here.
GPS: N26.91692, E75.80526
Phone: +9114 1253 0025

**Anokhi Museum of Hand Printing**
A museum that has an extensive collection of hand block printed cloth. It is an ancient craft that is very fascinating.
GPS: N26.99276, E75.85201
Phone: +9114 1253 0226

**Lassiwala Restaurant / Lassiwala**
If you want to try typical Indian yogurt-based drink lassi, there is no better place, than this restaurant.
GPS: N26.91685, E75.81223

**Ganesh Restaurant**
A restaurant, very popular for its amazing curry. It is located on the city walls, so the atmosphere here is fabulous.
GPS: N26.91729, E75.82049

**Peacock Rooftop Restaurant**
An extraordinary restaurant with outside rooftop terrace. It provides you with amazing scenery of Jaipur while you are eating.
GPS: N26.91608, E75.79498
Amber Fort and Palace
This fascinating fort and palace is must-see place in Jaipur. The whole complex looks very impressive and no doubt you will enjoy your visit.
GPS: N26.98406, E75.85115

Jantar Mantar
A fascinating complex of astronomical instrument buildings built in 18th century. It is a must-see place in Jaipur.
GPS: N26.92499, E75.82399

Jaigarh Fort
A magnificent fort situated on the hill, it was built to protect close Amber Fort. The visit of fort is very intriguing experience, that you should not miss.
GPS: N26.98379, E75.84487

Nahargarh Fort / Nahargarh
One of the forts that created a defence ring around the Jaipur in the past. Nowadays it is often visited sight, that you should not miss.
GPS: N26.93749, E75.81519

Pearl Hill Fort / Moti Doongri Fort
This fort located on a small hill is very popular by sightseers. The fort is massive and it also includes a famous temple of Lord Ganesh.
GPS: N26.89251, E75.81667

Lakshmi Narayan Temple
A Hindu temple, often also called Laxmi Narayan Temple. Its buildings are decorated with beautiful marble carvings.
GPS: N26.89073, E75.81794

Elefantastic
An eco-touristic park, that will offer you an amazing opportunity to enjoy and admire elephants. You can even take an elephant ride here.
GPS: N26.98672, E75.85794

Jal Mahal
An amazing and unique palace surrounded by lake. It looks very impressive especially if you can admire the sunset over the lake and the fort.
GPS: N26.95413, E75.84648

Surya Mandir Temple / Surya Mandir
A small but very interesting temple, on the hill below the city. It has an amazing view of whole Jaipur.
GPS: N26.91716, E75.85237

City Palace
This breathtaking palace complex is an example of mix of Rajasthani and Mughal architecture. Visitors love this place and it is no wonder.
GPS: N26.92571, E75.82360
**Albert Hall Museum**
This popular museum is the oldest public one in Rajasthan, it offers extensive collection of unique artifacts such as paintings, carpets, ivory or sculptures.

GPS: N26.91170, E75.81953

**Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum**
This museum is focused on artifacts connected to Indian culture. It has extensive collection of sculptures, paintings or carpets.

GPS: N26.92551, E75.82386
Phone: + 9114 1408 8888

**Jawahar Kala Kendra**
A multi arts center built in order to preserve Rajasthani arts and crafts. Its architecture is unique, it displays the Jaipur in the past.

GPS: N26.91312, E75.78747

**Swargasuli Tower / Isar Lat**
A seven floor tall minaret, that is perfect place if you want to enjoy bird's eye view of magnificent scenery of Pink City.

GPS: N26.92481, E75.82075

**Kanak Vrindavan Gardens**
If you want to take some amazing scenery photos, this garden is what you were looking for. The gardens itself are quiet and suitable for taking a rest.

GPS: N26.96331, E75.84867

**Govind Devji Temple**
A very important Hindu temple dedicated to the Lord Krishna located in the City Palace complex. Both are well worth the visit.

GPS: N26.93016, E75.82416
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